CHILD LANGUAGE: FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITION  Fall 2007  T. Nash (SF225, 2905-2563)  
engl1001@mails.fju.edu.tw" engl1001@mail.fju.edu.tw  Tues. 3:40-5:00, Thurs. 1:40-3:00	
 
In this course we will look at how children learn language(s). What qualities are they born with that help them learn language? How do they learn phonology? The lexicon? Morphology and syntax? Pragmatics? What is the role of the input they get, the language they hear from others? How can their learning be explained?	

Requirements: (1) group observation of a young child, with written report 30%; (2) group oral report 5%; (3) individual journal article review 25%; (4) chapter quizzes 25%; (5) active class participation, exercises 15%.  Textbook: Gleason, Jean Berko, ed. The Development of Language. 6th ed. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 2005.

1	T	9/18		Opening
2	Th	9/20		Opening/Division into Observation Groups
3	Th	9/27		Chapter 1: Overview and Preview
4	T	10/2		Chapter 1
5	Th	10/4		Activities (pre-Chapter 2) // Quiz 1
6	T	10/9		Chapter 2: Communication Development in Infancy
7	Th	10/11	Chapter 2
8	T	10/16	Chapter 2 // Quiz 2
9	Th	10/18	Chapter 3: Phonological Development
10	T	10/23	Chapter 3
11	Th	10/25	Chapter 3
12	T	10/30	Chapter 4: Semantic Development // Quiz 3
13	Th	11/1		Chapter 4
14	T	11/6		Chapter 4
15	Th	11/8		Article 1 discussion
16	T	11/13	Chapter 5: Morphology and Syntax // Quiz 4
17	Th	11/15	Chapter 5
18	T	11/20	Chapter 5
19	Th	11/22	Article 2 discussion
20	T	11/25	Chapter 6: Communicative Competence // Quiz 5
21	Th	11/29	Chapter 6
22	T	12/4		Chapter 6
23	Th	12/6		Chapter 7: Theoretical Approaches // Quiz 6
24	T	12/11	Chapter 7					   [Article reviews due]
25	Th	12/13	Chapter 7
26	T	12/18	Chapter 7
27	Th	12/20	Chapter 8: Individual Differences // Quiz 7
28	Th	1/3		Chapter 8
29	T	1/8		Chapter 8
30	Th	1/10		Group observation oral reports // Quiz 8
31	T	1/15		Group observation oral reports
32	Th	1/17		Group observation oral reports		[Written observation reports due]



REVIEWING AN ARTICLE:  Read it according to the method taught in class (see below, also); in your review first summarize it briefly, and then relate it to the textbook, lecture, class discussion, and what you know from other sources (e.g., group observations, other classes, other academic sources). Discuss how the article is important (or not) and what your peers could learn from it. Format: Put the bibliographic information on the article at the top of the first page of your review, in the same form as for MLA Works Cited. Reviews with incorrect format here will be returned for revision. Type Reviewed by ____ two lines down, with your full name in boldface. Include a complete copy of the article with your review. Plagiarism in the review (or report), including unintentional plagiarism, may result in a failing grade for the assignment (see MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 6th ed., 2003, Chapter 2).
	The article must be about first language acquisition, and must be in a professional journal. It must be a research article, not a review or a summary. Articles from online journals or chapters in edited collections will not be acceptable without prior permission.

Some relevant journals in the library  (See also the references in the textbook.)
Journal of Child Language
Language
First Language
Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural Development
Journal of Pragmatics
Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior
Applied Linguistics
Applied Psycholinguistics
International Journal of Bilingualism
Language Learning
Memory and Cognition
Developmental Psychology

Reading a professional article:  If the title looks interesting or important for your interests, read the abstract. Then read the introduction and the conclusion, and skim the References (Works Cited). If you follow the main idea and are still interested, go back and read the whole article from the beginning, including the abstract. (If you don’t follow well after reading the abstract, introduction, and conclusion, abandon the article and choose another.) When finished, reread if necessary. Take points you don’t understand to ask your friendly professor. If you really can’t understand the article, give it up and find one more suitable for you. (Modify these instructions accordingly when the article is required reading. Feel free to ask for help at any stage in the article-reading process.)

In-class article discussions
Article 1—11/8 (related to Chapter 4; not in textbook references)
Hudson, Judith and Katherine Nelson. “Play with Language: Overextensions as Analogies.” Journal of Child 
	Language 11 (1984): 337-346.

Article 2—11/22 (related to Chapter 5; in textbook references)
Hung, Feng-Sheng and Ann M. Peters. “The Role of Prosody in the Acquisition of Grammatical Morphemes: 
	Evidence from Two Chinese Languages.” Journal of Child Language 24 (1997): 627-650.


